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Abstract

The main question of this paper is how private agents form their expectations
in different environments. To answer this, we approximate survey expectations of
inflation by constant gain learning algorithms. We find that compared to stable
economies in more volatile economies private agents pay more attention to recent
data when they form their inflationary expectations. We also find agents use more
available data then lagged values of inflation, so use more information then simple
adaptive expectations.

Introduction

The modelling of private expectations remains a controversy up to today. On the one
hand a vast literature on testing survey data rejects the rational expectations hypothesis.
On the other hand there are many ways to depart from rationality and this gives too
much degrees of freedom. This paper aims to decrease our degrees of freedom in modelling
expectations by examining empirically whether there are clear patterns of non-rationality
in different environments.

We examine survey inflationary expectations1 and we assume that private agents
behave as econometricians and use all available past data to form their expectations. In
other words we approximate survey expectations by adaptive learning algorithms. We
examine inflationary surveys, mainly because this has been the main focus of economic
research on survey expectations.2

∗Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration, Bergen, Norway; Email:
krisztina.molnar@nhh.no

†Magyar Nemzeti Bank,Budapest, Hungary; Email: reppaz@mnb.hu.
1 Survey evidence is subject to the caveat that survey respondents may not have incentives to provide

accurate information. So survey expectations are at best a noisy measure of inflation expectations and
at worst tell us nothing about actual inflation expectations. However it may boost confidence in the
usefulness of survey expectations that they are helpful in modelling inflation and in predicting inflation,
wages and interest rates. See for example Roberts (1995), Roberts (1997), Englander and Stone (1989))
and Mehra (2002).

2Relatively less research has been done about what type of expectation formation is a good approxi-
mation for other economic variables. On exchange rate expectations see for example Frankel and Froot
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The aim of this paper to examine whether in different environments people learn in
a different way. We use a large set of countries and approximate survey expectations by
constant gain learning.

The use of constant gain algorithms to track structural changes is well known from the
engineering literature (see Benveniste and P. (1990) , Part I. Chapters 1. and 4). Using
a constant gain learning is analogous to geometrically discounting past data. The higher
is the gain parameter, the more past data is discounted and the higher is the weight on
recent data. In other words agents are more likely to use a high gain parameter when
they confidentially believe that structural changes occur therefore they ‘trust more’ recent
data. A disadvantage of using a high gain parameter is that it allows the noise in the data
to influence more the forecast. Therefore there is a trade-off between tracking structural
changes versus filtering the data.3

We examine learning in survey expectations of a set of ’stable’ countries and a set of
’unstable’ countries, with a special focus on transition economies and hyperinflationary
countries.

Examining expectation formation in transition economies is particularly interesting,
since these economies faced a unique experiment. After the end on communism market
economy started to develop and people had to learn about an environment that they have
not experienced before, moreover this economic environment was also in a transition
which also depended on how agents behaved (ergo also on how agents formed their
expectation).

“...work on economic dynamics within parallel traditions in game theory,
macroeconomics, and general equilibrium theory have given us theories of
dynamics that have their best chance of applying when people are in recur-
rent situations that they have experienced often before. In Eastern Europe
the transition is not like that: people there are confronted with unprece-
dented opportunities, new and ill defined rules, and daily struggle to de-
termine the ’mechanism’ that will eventually govern trade and production.”
Sargent (1993)

Besides, all transition economies faced several structural changes of monetary policy:
first they adopted a fixed exchange rate regime and later switched to inflation targeting.
Therefore it is also interesting to examine whether these structural changes influenced
expectation formation: in theory one would expect agents to discount more past data in
order to track better the structural changes.

A third set of countries are hyperinflationary countries. At the current stance we
only examine expectation formation in Israel, which experienced a hyperinflation in the
1980s. We aim to extend our sample with other hyperinflationary countries.

(1987). They find that exchange rate expectations are non-rational and can be explained by both adap-
tive expectations, equilibrium (or regressive) expectations, and distributed-lag expectations.

3See Evans and Ramey (2006) for a theoretical paper about structural changes and the optimal gain
parameter.
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Our first result is that in more volatile environments people pay more attention to
current data and discount more past data. Our second result is that agents use more
available information then simple adaptive expectations would imply.

Our research is connected to a recently growing series of papers that argue that
adaptive learning is a good way to model private agents: modelling expectations with
learning algorithms provides a better fit of standard models then with rational expec-
tations.4 However the line of empirical research in this area is relatively scarce and so
far has been only conducted for the US. Orphanides and Williams (2004) approximate
survey expectations of inflation with learning, and Milani (2005) who estimates a New
Keynesian model with adaptive learning agents.5 Both papers find that there is little
learning going on in the US.

One reason why adaptive learning is a successful modelling tool is because the slug-
gish behavior of macro data can be well explained with sluggishness in expectations.
This sluggishness is indeed a general feature of survey expectations of inflation. To il-
lustrate this we plot a typical path for survey data on inflation in Figure 1. The graph
shows the median forecast for one-year-ahead inflation (as measured by the Livingston
survey6) as well as the inflation rate that eventually prevailed. Survey expectations are
shifted one year ahead, thus the graph shows actual forecast errors. The sluggishness is
clear. First, in times of generally rising inflation, such as the 1970s, expected inflation
tends to underpredict realized inflation. In contrast, in times of falling inflation, such as
the 1980s and 1990s, the forecasts appear to overpredict inflation. Second, the turning
points in expected inflation consistently lag the turning points of actual inflation. These
regularities suggests a strong adaptive or backwards-looking element in the formation of
inflation expectations.

This sluggish behavior is examined in several papers. Thomas (1999) documents
sluggish turning points and underpredicting inflation for periods of upward-rarcheting
inflation and overpredicting inflation for periods of decreasing inflation in three differ-
ent survey measures of inflationary expectations: the Livingston survey, the Survey of
Professional Forecasters7 and the Michigan Survey of Households8. Mehra (2002) finds
similar results for the Livingston and Michigan surveys of CPI expectations.

Our paper examines whether this sluggish behavior can be a result of agents following
a learning algorithm. We test wether adaptive learning is a good approximation to survey
expectations.

4See for example Milani (2005), Timmermann (1996).
5 One of the first papers to find that inflationary expectations are well approximated by adaptive

expectations was Carlson and Parkin (1975).
6The Livingston survey is the oldest continuous survey of U.S. inflationary expectations, commenced

in 1946 when Joseph Livingston began querying economists forecasts about several economic variables.
The semi annual survey is published in June and December.

7This survey began in late 1968, but CPI forecasts are collected only from 1981. Participants are
predominantly from the business sector, all make their living via forecasting.

8The Michigan survey was initiated in 1948 and involves a randomly selected sample of at least 500
households.
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Figure 1: Livingston survey of inflationary expectations (US)

The first section describes the dataset. The second section summarizes results from
constant gain estimations. The third section develops a Bayesian constant gain estimator
and reports results.

1 Data

This paper compares empirical learning in inflationary expectations of the US, Australia,
Israel, Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary.9 The US and Australia are relatively sta-
ble economies during our sample period, while transition economies are less stable, and
experienced regime changes in the last decade (See Table 5). Israel experienced a hyper-
inflation during our sample period.

In transition economies the economic environment is volatile from the nature of the
transition itself and also because there were a regime changes of the exchange rate system.
Initially transition economies had some form of fixed exchange rate and later switched
to inflation targeting with free of managed float of the exchange rate.10

Israel experienced a hyperinflation in the beginning of the 80’s, after this the economy
stabilized.

Economic data is from the IFS database. All series have been seasonally adjusted.
For the Hungarian, Polish and Czech estimations we use data from 1995, because of
unreliability of earlier data.

We use survey expectations as a measure of private expectations, and approximate
their expectation formation with learning. We follow the methodology of Orphanides and Williams
(2004) and approximate expectations with constant gain learning.

9Our aim is to conduct the analysis on a wider dataset also.
10 Hungary experienced one big change in monetary policy during our sample period: in the 2nd quarter

of 2001 Hungary abandoned the crawling peg exchange regime and switched to inflation targeting.11 The
Czech National Bank switched to inflation targeting in 1998. Poland switched to inflation targeting in
1999.
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For Israel we have survey data of inflationary expectations from 1997, from a survey
conducted by the Bank of Israel. Figure 2 shows the evolution of survey forecasts com-
pared to actual CPI inflation. Hungarian and Polish survey expectations are forecasts
of professional forecasters from the Reuters survey. Survey data in Hungary is avail-
able from the first quarter of 1997 until the second quarter of 2005 (see graph 3). In
Poland the Reuters survey data is available from the first quarter of 1996 up to the first
quarter of 2006. Czech survey data is from a survey conducted by the Czech national
Bank, from the second quarter of 1999. For the US inflationary expectations we use the
Survey of Professional Forecasters and the extended Michigan survey used by used by
N. Gregory Mankiw and Wolfers (2003). Australian survey data is the Melbourne Insti-
tute Survey of Consumer Inflationary Expectations available from the second quarter of
1993.
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Figure 2: Survey expectations and inflation in Israel. Survey expectations are shifted, so
the difference between the two lines reflect forecast errors.

2 Constant gain Learning

2.1 The methodology

We assume that the participants in the survey formed their expectations through constant
gain learning. We show in the Appendix that this is approximately the same as if they
used VAR-s, but the equations of the VAR-s were estimated by weighted least squares
with exponentially declining weights; i.e. they minimize

T∑

t=1

αT−t
(
yi

t − xtβ
)2 =

T∑

t=1

(
α(T−t)/2yi

t − α(T−t)/2xtβ
)2

, with 0 < α ≤ 1. (1)
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Figure 3: Survey expectations and inflation in Hungary. Survey expectations are shifted,
so the difference between the two lines reflect forecast errors.

Here yi is the ith variable in the VAR and x contains the lags of the variables. We
determine α by a grid search method, which involves the following steps:

1. First we determine the time interval that is used to compare the survey results with
the VAR forecasts: that is, we determine an interval [T1, T2].

2. Then we chose α.

3. Next, we estimate the VAR-s minimizing (1), with the data available until each
[T1 ≤ T ≤ T2], and calculate one-year-ahead forecast of inflation.12

4. We the calculate the root mean squared difference (RMSD) between the VAR fore-
casts and the survey data.

5. We repeat steps 2) - 4) for different values of α, and chose the one with the minimal
RMSD.

This analysis follows Orphanides and Williams (2004). They assume private agents
estimate a VAR of three variables, inflation rate, unemployment rate and the FED funds
rate, allowing for discounting past data. To calibrate the constant gain parameter they
examine how forecasts with different gain parameters fit the Survey of Professional Fore-
casters (SPF). For this they generated a time series of out of sample forecasts, in each
quarter they reestimated a VAR using all historical data available in that quarter, and
they allowed for discounting past data with geometrically declining weights. They found
that gain parameters between 0.01 and 0.04 yielded forecasts closest to the Survey of
Professional Forecasters. Milani (2005) estimates similar gain parameter 0.0187, with
estimating the gain parameter together with other coefficients of a New Keynesian model
with Bayesian estimation.

12In all cases the survey contains one-year-ahead forecasts of inflation (year-on-year index of the price
level).
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2.2 Empirical Results

This section summarizes results from the constant gain estimations. All results are sum-
marized in the Appendix tables. To see the robustness of the calibration we report results
from the best VAR specifications, which gave the closest fit to survey expectations.

2.2.1 US and Australia

For the US our first methodolgy found similar results to earlier papers, the calibrated gain
parameter is very low (see Table 7 and 8).13 Similarly, the Australian gain parameter is
very small (Table 9).

This shows that in the US and Australia private agents place a similar weight on past
and recent data in forming their expectations.

It is interesting to note that for the US we find a closer fit to the Survey of Profes-
sional Forecasters then to the Michigan Survey of Inflation expectations. In other words
professional forecasters are more likely to use a complicated VAR specification for their
forecasts.

A second result is that both for the US and Australia VAR specifications provide a
better fir to survey expectations then simple AR specifications. This means that survey
expectations are not simple adaptive expectations, but use more available information
then lagged values of CPI.

2.2.2 Israel

Israel experienced a hyperinflation in the beginning of the 80’s, do we conducted analysis
both with using data from this period and without using hyperinflationary data (Tables
10 and 11).

Our main findings can be summarized as follows: Agents use much higher discounting
then in the US. (2) agents use smaller discounting if we use regressions where hyperin-
flationary data are not used.

The regression which approximates best survey expectations is a VAR with the trea-
sury bill rate, with 1 lag and a data with γ = 0.1319. This corresponds to a heavy
discounting of past data.

An interesting result is that discounting decreases if in the VARs we use only data
after the hyperinflationary period. Compared to VARs including hyperinflationary data
the best fitting regressions show a smaller gain parameter. For some VAR specifications
the gain parameter is still high, but for all cases the gain parameter decreases compared
to the VARs with the same specification and with hyperinflationary data. This suggests
that that expectations pay more attention to past data, agents believe that the economic
environment is not prone to structural changes.

Nevertheless, VARs with and without hyperinflationary data show a similar fit to
survey expectations. The root mean square deviation of the best VAR forecasts from
survey data is 0.98 without hyperinflationary data and 0.99 with hyperinflationary data.

13Our estimates for γ are a little bit higher for the US then in earlier estimations.
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Simple AR forecasts show a much worse fit to survey expectations. Therefore we
can conclude that in Israel private agents use more information then simple adaptive
expectations would use.

2.2.3 Transition Economies

Tables 12, 13 and 14 show estimation results for Hungary, Poland and Czech Republic.
Our main result is that In Hungary and Poland the calibrated gain parameter is higher
then in the US and Australia, while For the Czech Republic the gain parameter is low.

For Hungary the best fitting VAR includes only CPI and the treasury bill rate. Since
this VAR gives a much better fit then other specifications, it is likely that professional
forecasters did not use more information in forming their expectation. The calibrated
gain parameter is 0.11 which shows a heavy discounting of past data. Other specifications
similarly imply a very high gain parameter.

In Poland the best fitting regression gives a gain parameter of 0.07. This is only
slightly higher then in the US. However, other VAR specifications which have only a
slightly higher root mean squared deviation from the surveys show a higher discounting
(the second best regression show γ = 0.13).

The best fitting regression includes CPI, GDP and the lending rate.
For the Czech Republic the best fitting regression includes only CPI and the treasury

bill rate. The calibrated gain parameter is low for the best fitting regressions. This
suggests that professional forecasters payed a similar attention to past and recent data.
We believe this is a result of agents perception of a stable economic environment. Czech
survey data start in 1999, so the survey sample does not include a regime change. Yet, if
we conduct the same analysis for Hungary and Poland fitting only to survey expectations
after the regime change (results not reported here) high discounting of past data prevails.

Table 6 shows that simple AR specifications provide a worse fit to surveys then the
best fitting VAR specifications. This is most pronounced in the Czech Republic, so the
czech surveys are the most likely to be further away from simple adaptive expectations.

3 Bayesian constant gain learning

Since for Transition economies the results of the constant gain estimations show a higher
variation then for the US and Australia, we decided to experiment with Bayesian tech-
niques. The motivation was that the sensitivity is most likely the consequence of the
transitory nature of the environment and the lack of data, and if this is realized by the
forecasters, their forecasts will probably depend on some knowledge not related to the
data. Notice that this implies that we assume the agents to be more knowledgeable than
simple VAR forecasters.

This section is work in progress, we include only results for the US, Israel and Hungary.
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3.1 Recursive formulas for the Bayesian estimate

In order to define a Bayesian version of constant gain learning we first have to derive a
recursive formulation of the standard Bayesian estimates. We do this in the analytically
simplest case when both the prior of the system parameters and the distribution of the
data are normal, and the error precision (inverse of the covariance) matrix is Wishart.

More precisely, if the prior for β is N(m̄, M̄) and the other conditions are fulfilled
then posterior will be N(m∗,M∗) with

m∗ =
(
M̄−1 + X ′X

)−1 (
M̄−1m̄ + X ′y

)
, (2)

M∗ =
(
M̄−1 + X ′X

)−1
. (3)

Equation (2) can be manipulated to get

m∗ =
(
M̄−1 + X ′X

)−1 (
M̄−1m̄ + X ′y

)
=

=
(
I + M̄X ′X

)−1 (
m̄ + M̄X ′y

)
=

(
I + M̄X ′X

)−1 (
m̄ + M̄X ′XβOLS

)
.

(4)

In the standard OLS case we have that X ′X =
∑T

t=1 x′txt = TRT . Also, let us introduce
M = M̄−1, analogously to the fact that RT is the precision of the OLS estimate. If we
use the posterior from period T − 1 as prior in period T , then we get the following four
recursions for the Bayesian estimate:

RT = RT−1 + T−1
(
x′T xT −RT−1

)
, (5)

βT = βT−1 + T−1R−1
T x′T (yT − xT βT−1) , (6)

MT = MT−1 + TRT , (7)

mT =
(
I + TM−1

T−1RT

)−1 (
mT−1 + TM−1

T−1RT βT

)
. (8)

3.2 Constant gain prior updating

The most straightforward choice is to replace all appearances of T−1 with a constant gain
parameter γ, which gives

RT = RT−1 + γ
(
x′T xT −RT−1

)
, (9)

βT = βT−1 + γR−1
T x′T (yT − xT βT−1) , (10)

MT = MT−1 + γ−1RT , (11)

mT =
(
I + γ−1M−1

T−1RT

)−1 (
mT−1 + γ−1M−1

T−1RT βT

)
. (12)

Equations (11)-(12) can also be derived from the ”discounting the data” interpretation of
the constant gain recursions as presented in the Appendix.

However, as can been seen on Figure 4, this will result in very slow learning.14 To see
this, one should examine the weight that is put on new information in (12). This weight

14Both Figures 4 and 5 show simulation results for the simplest model of ”learning a constant” with
γ = δ = 0.1. The initial values of the recursions were β0 = m0 = 1 and M0 = 10−4. The standard
deviation of the data was 0.25.
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Figure 4: learning speed with constant gain prior updating

is given by wT = γ−1M−1
T−1RT . Using also (11), we see that

wT = γ−1

(
M0 + γ−1

T−1∑

t=1

Rt

)−1

RT =

(
γR−1

T M0 + R−1
T

T−1∑

t=1

Rt

)−1

=

= T−1

(
γ T−1R−1

T M0 + R−1
T T−1

T−1∑

t=1

Rt

)−1

.

(13)

If RT converges to some R∗ – as is the case with the constant gain recursions –, then so
does T−1

∑T−1
t=1 Rt, and therefore wT ≈ T−1I. The relative weight on new information

decreases linearly, just like in the case of least-squares learning.

3.3 Exponential prior updating

Since the introduction of the Bayesian updating equations destroyed the fast speed of
constant gain learning, we now try to find a weighting sequence αT so that the recursions

RT = RT−1 + γ
(
x′T xT −RT−1

)
, (14)

βT = βT−1 + γR−1
T x′T (yT − xT βT−1) , (15)

MT = MT−1 + αT RT , (16)

mT =
(
I + αT M−1

T−1RT

)−1 (
mT−1 + αT M−1

T−1RT βT

)
, (17)

will result in (at least asymptotically) a constant weight on new information. Analogously
to equation (13), this weight is given by

wT = αT

(
M0 +

T−1∑

t=1

αtRt

)−1

RT =

(
α−1

T R−1
T M0 + α−1

T R−1
T

T−1∑

t=1

αtRt

)−1

. (18)
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Figure 5: learning speed with constant gain prior updating

From this and from the convergence of RT we see that sufficient conditions to ensure that
wT converges to a constant matrix are αT →∞ and α−1

T

∑T−1
1 αt → δ with some constant

δ. Using equation (30) of the Appendix, we see that such a sequence is αt = (1+δ)t with
0 < δ.

A drawback of this choice is that the learning rule if not time-independent, but if we
are willing to use the asymptotic weight – which is δ−1I – in finite sample as well, we get

RT = RT−1 + γ
(
x′T xT −RT−1

)
, (19)

βT = βT−1 + γR−1
T x′T (yT − xT βT−1) , (20)

mT = (1 + δ)−1 (mT−1 + δβT ) . (21)

With this simplifying choice we do not need to keep track of the covariance matrices MT ,
and the ”Bayesian” estimates mT will reduce to exponentially weighted averages of past
and current βT -s. Figure 5 shows that the learning speed is close to the speed of constant
gain learning, while the parameters are remarkably smoother.

4 Empirical results

In this section we summarize the results from the Bayesian constant gain estimations.15

As we have seen in the previous section we have two free parameters to calibrate, δ
governing the smoothness of the forecasts, when an average is taken between the Bayesian
prior and the OLS estimate, and γ, which is the discounting in the OLS part of the

15 We estimated regressions using CPI, GDP, nominal interest rate, and exchange rate and up to
2 lags. The baseline estimation was with CPI, GDP and the nominal interest rate, and we checked
whether including less variables improves the fit. It remains to examine robustness depending on varying
the variables entering the VAR, for example including different types of interest rates.
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estimates. Both a higher δ and a higher γ imply faster learning, in other words imply
that private expectations pay more attention to recent data.16

Table 1 and 2 show the estimated optimal regressions and the calibrated free param-
eters. We can observe that in all cases the Bayesian constant gain (BCG) estimations
(Table 1 ) give a better fit then the simple constant gain (CG) (Table 2) in terms of
root mean square deviation of the survey data from the out of sample forecasts of the
estimations. We would like to note that simple constant gain can be seen as a special
case of Bayesian constant gain, for a very high δ. For this reason it is natural that BCG
gives a better fit then CG. Therefore the important result is that BCG gives a much
better fit then CG.

Result 1 Bayesian constant gain gives a much better approximation to survey inflation-
ary expectations then simple constant gain algorithms.

Table 1: Best fitting Bayesian constant gain regressions
Optimal δ Optimal γ RMSD Model

USA 0.0147 5.84 e-7 0.4736 CPI, GDP, i, 2 lag
Israel 3.7655 2.27 e-8 0.8364 CPI, GDP, i, 2 lag

Hungary 0.3676 0.0042 1.0085 CPI, GDP, i, 2 lag
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations
and econometric forecasts of the best fitting model.

Table 2: Best fitting simple constant gain regressions
Optimal γ RMSD Model

USA 0.0888 1.4318 CPI, GDP, i, 2 lag
0.0624 1.1360 CPI, GDP, i, 1 lag

Israel 0.0002 1.7623 CPI, GDP, i, 2 lag
Hungary 0.0230 1.5693 CPI, GDP, i, 2 lag
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations
and econometric forecasts of the best fitting model.

Our second observation from Table 1 is that in Israel and Hungary private expec-
tations pay more attention to recent data then in the US. This suggests that in more
volatile environments it pays off to discount more past data and track recent changes in
the economy by putting more weight on recent data.17

Result 2 Bayesian constant gain gives a higher discounting of past data for Hungary
and Israel then for the US.

16When δ and γ change in the opposite directions our preliminary analysis suggests that speed of
learning depends on the exact values.

17It remains to examine this proposition on a wider set of countries. Also it remains to understand
the exact role of δ and γ.
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Table 3 shows the same result that we already found with constant gain estimations
and discussed in the former chapter. When we use a survey sample of inflationary expec-
tations that is further away from the hyperinflationary period discounting of past data
decreases. This suggests that people believe more and more that they live in a more
stable environment then before.

Table 3: Bayesian constant gain regressions for Israel on different samples
Initial period Optimal δ Optimal γ RMSD

1q1992- 3.7655 2.27 e-8 0.8364
1q1998- 1.0600 1.15 e-8 0.7656
1q1999 0.0467 4.26 e-8 0.5946
1q2001 0.1886 9.46 e-008 0.7923

RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
The econometric model includes the variables CPI, GDP, treasury bill rate, with 2 lags.
We assume agents use all available data, but we calibrate
δ and γ to fit survey expectations from the initial period till the last survey data.

Finally Table 4 shows estimation results for Hungary, where the aim is to understand
how people have changed their expectation formation before and after the change of the
exchange rate regime from fixed to float in the first quarter of 2001.

Table 4: Bayesian constant gain regressions of Hungary with exchange rate before and
after the regime change.

Period Optimal δ Optimal γ RMSD
1q1997-1q2001 0.32 0.08 1.04

2q2001-end 0.02 0.0006 0.52
1q1997-2q2001 0.32 0.0742 1.11

3q2001-end 0.37 0.69 0.36
1q1997-3q2001 0.3141 0.06 1.1

4q2001-end 0.029 0.75 0.32
1q1997-4q2001 0.31 0.058 1.087

1q2002-end 0.016 0.93 0.267
1q1997-1q2002 0.31 0.0587 1.06

2q2002-end 0.0227 0.8089 0.2505
1q1997-2q2005 0.3018 0.0484 1.09
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations
and econometric forecasts of the best fitting model.
Regressions are with 1 lag, and include CPI, GDP, treasury bill rate, exchange rate.

When we try to fit only expectations after the regime change, 2q2001 we experience
a surprising result: agents start heavily discounting past data. This suggests that agents
perceived that abandoning the fixed exchange rate regime must change the relationship
between the exchange rate and other economic variables, therefore believed less in the
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data before the regime change and started heavily discounting past data. Moreover,
agents did abruptly change their perception and did not mechanically use their past
estimations.18

Result 3 After the monetary regime change to inflation targeting in Hungary survey
expectations reflect that agents changed their perception about the role of the exchange
rate very quickly: in particular they perceived a change in the structural relationship
between exchange rate and inflation.

5 Conclusion

We have examined learning in survey expectations of inflationary expectations. We ap-
proximated survey expectations with constant gain learning. Our results suggest that
private expectations are not simply backward looking, and more clever then simple adap-
tive algorithms. We further show that in more volatile environments agents pay more
attention to recent data.

We also developed a Bayesian constant gain estimator and have report some prelim-
inary results. We have shown that the Bayesian constant gain is a better approximation
to private expectations than simple constant gain algorithms used so far in the literature.

A value added in modelling private expectations with Bayesian constant gain might
be that including an informative prior can give an information to private agents that is
not present in the data. This way one can model private expectations to be more rational
then simple backward looking expectations. Throughout the paper we assumed an un-
informative prior, we find it interesting for future research to examine more thoroughly
the role of an informative prior for our analysis.

18Regressions with 2 lags show a slightly worse fit to survey expectations.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Learning and weighted leats squares

We want to see what the relationship between weighted least-squares estimation and
learning is. To this end we derive the recursive formula corresponding to the estimation.
More precisely, estimation means minimizing the sum

T∑

t=1

αt (yt − xtβ)2 . (22)

Here yt is a scalar, xt is a row vector, β is a column vector. The FOC is

0 =
T∑

t=1

αtx
′
t (yt − xtβ) , (23)

and therefore the estimate is

βT =

(
T∑

t=1

αtx
′
txt

)−1 (
T∑

t=1

αtx
′
tyt

)
. (24)

In this setting it is natural to define

AT =
T∑

t=1

αt, RT =
∑T

t=1 αtx
′
txt

AT
. (25)

Thus RT is a weighted average of the x′txt-s. From (25) we have the following recursion
for RT :

RT =
∑T−1

t=1 αtx
′
txt + αT x′T xT

AT
=

AT−1RT−1 + αT x′T xT

AT
=

= RT−1 +
(AT−1 −AT ) RT−1 + αT x′T xT

AT
= RT−1 +

αT

AT

(
x′T xT −RT−1

)
.

(26)

From (24) and (25) the recursion for βT is the following:

βT = (AT RT )−1

(
T∑

t=1

αtx
′
tyt

)
= (AT RT )−1

(
T−1∑

t=1

αtx
′
tyt + αT x′T yT

)
=

= (AT RT )−1 (
AT−1RT−1βT−1 + αT x′T yT

)
=

= βT−1 + (AT RT )−1 (
[AT−1RT−1 −AT RT ] βT−1 + αT x′T yT

)
=

= βT−1 + (AT RT )−1 (
αT x′T yT − αT x′T xT βT−1

)
.

(27)

So the two recursions are

RT = RT−1 +
αT

AT

(
x′T xT −RT−1

)
, (28)

βT = βT−1 +
αT

AT
R−1

T x′T
(
yT − xT βT−1

)
. (29)
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If we set αt = 1, then αT /AT = 1/T , and we get least-squares learning. If αt = αt

with α > 1, then
αT

AT
=

αT

1−αT+1

1−α

=
1− α

α−T − α
. (30)

If T is large, this is approximately (α− 1)/α, a constant.

6.2 Tables

Table 5: Standard deviation of variables
CPI GDP Interest rate

USA 2.8965 2.3715 2.7383
Australia 4.0624 2.3808 3.8558
Czech Republic 3.7323 3.6461 3.795
Hungary 6.1829 4.9631 7.4223
Poland 6.1868 2.2807 8.9436
Israel whole sample 97.1609 3.2817 113.3197
Israel after hyperinflation 7.1683 3.3807 4.5897
Israel after hyperinflation: after 3q 1986, when inflation decreased bellow 50%

Table 6: Constant gain AR regressions of CPI
Country RMSD γ Lags
HUN 0.7902 0.1763 1
CZ fin 0.9251 0.0128 1
Pol 1.5738 0.1646 1
US spf 0.8049 0.0419 4
US mich 1.4098 0.0672 4
AU 0.918 0.078 1
Il 1.7316 0.1519 1
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
CZ: Czech Republic, Pol: Poland, US: United States, AU: Australia, Il: Israel
We assume agents use all available CPI data, and we calibrate γ to fit survey expectations.
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Table 7: Constant gain regressions for US Survey of Professional Forecasters
RMSD γ Lags Variables
0.9416 0.0556 2 log(cpi) log(gdp) tbr
0.834 0.0775 1 log(cpi) log(gdp)
0.7771 0.0599 2
0.7526 0.0595 3
0.8751 0.1045 1 dlog(cpi) dlog(gdp)
0.9379 0.0609 1 dlog(cpi) tbr
1.1274 0.0217 3 dlog(cpi) dlog(gdp) tbr
1.1114 0.0466 2 log(cpi) tbr
1.0751 0.0072 3
1.1339 0.0441 1 dlog(cpi) dlog(gdp) tbr
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
Tbr: is the treasury bill rate, lags: number of lags in the VAR.
We assume agents use all available data, and we calibrate γ to fit survey expectations.

Table 8: Constant gain regressions for US Michigan Survey
RMSD γ Lags Variables
1.3692 0.0597 2 log(cpi) log(gdp)
1.3174 0.0518 3
0.9104 0.0132 4
1.3401 0.055 3 dlog(cpi) dlog(gdp)
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
Tbr: is the treasury bill rate, lags: number of lags in the VAR.
We assume agents use all available data, and we calibrate γ to fit survey expectations.

Table 9: Constant gain regressions for Australia
RMSD γ Lags Variables
0.9648 0.0591 1 log(cpi) log(gdp) tbr
0.6285 0.0000 2
1.1114 0.0466 2 log(cpi) tbr
1.0751 0.0072 3
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
Tbr: is the treasury bill rate, lags: number of lags in the VAR.
We assume agents use all available data, and we calibrate γ to fit survey expectations.
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Table 10: Constant gain regressions for Israel, whole sample
RMSD γ Lags Variables
1.6923 0.1432 1 log(cpi), log(gdp), tbr
1.6 0.1159 2
1.6321 0.1408 1 log(cpi), log(gdp)
1.1744 0.1411 1 dlog(cpi), dlog(gdp), tbr
1.6219 0.1505 1 dlog(cpi), dlog(gdp), tbr, dlog(exch)
0.998 0.1319 1 dlog(cpi), tbr
1.4316 0.1544 1 dlog(cpi), tbr, dlog(exch)
1.6352 0.1003 4
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
Exch: the dollar exchange rate, tbr: is the treasury bill rate, lags: number of lags in the VAR.
We assume agents use all available data, and we calibrate γ to fit survey expectations.

Table 11: Constant gain regressions for Israel, after hyperinflation
RMSD γ Lags Variables
1.4079 0.0664 4 log(cpi), log(gdp), tbr
1.5719 0.1303 1 log(cpi), log(gdp)
1.2927 0.0323 1 log(cpi),log(gdp),log(exch)
1.3632 0.0254 3
1.1772 0.0234 1 log(cpi), tbr
1.0111 0.1052 1 log(cpi), dlog(gdp), tbr
1.0496 0.0841 3
1.0374 0.1009 4
0.991 0.0765 3 dlog(cpi), dlog(gdp), tbr, dlog(exch)
0.9841 0.0859 4
1.3372 0.103 1 dlog(cpi), dlog(gdp)
0.9902 0.1271 1 dlog(cpi), tbr
1.0255 0.1141 2
0.9951 0.0944 3
0.8523 0.111 4
0.9339 0.0805 4 dlog(cpi), tbr, dlog(exch)
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
Exch: the dollar exchange rate, tbr: is the treasury bill rate, lags: number of lags in the VAR.
We assume agents use all available data, and we calibrate γ to fit survey expectations.
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Table 12: Constant gain regressions for Hungary
RMSD γ Lags Variables
0.8532 0.1821 1 log(cpi), log(gdp), tbr
0.8555 0.1899 1 log(cpi), log(gdp), tbr, log(hufeur)
0.8439 0.1941 1 log(cpi), log(gdp)
0.9558 0.1153 2
0.82 0.1833 1 log(cpi), log(gdp), log(hufeur)
0.7198 0.1198 1 log(cpi), tbr
0.8824 0.083 1 log(cpi), log(hufeur)
0.9467 0.0592 2
0.848 0.071 3
0.9251 0.1124 4
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
Tbr: is the treasury bill rate, hufeur: EUR exchange rate, lags: number of lags in the VAR.
We assume agents use all available data, and we calibrate γ to fit survey expectations.

Table 13: Constant gain regressions for Poland
RMSD γ Lags Variables
1.505 0.0723 1 log(cpi), log(gdp), r − lend
1.7056 0.1176 1 log(cpi), log(gdp), r − lend, log(exch)
1.6304 0.1762 1 log(cpi), log(gdp)
1.5605 0.0658 1 log(cpi), r − lend
1.5842 0.0784 2
1.5425 0.1311 1 log(cpi), log(exch)
1.6272 0.0764 2
1.5493 0.0233 3
1.5904 0.0559 4
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
r-lend: lending rate, exch: USD exchange rate, lags: number of lags in the VAR.
We assume agents use all available data, and we calibrate γ to fit survey expectations.
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Table 14: Constant gain regressions for Czech Republic
Israel
RMSD γ Lags Variables
0.9151 0.0463 1 log(cpi), log(gdp), tbr
0.8969 0.0513 1 log(cpi), log(gdp)
0.5588 0.003 1 dlog(cpi), dlog(gdp), tbr
0.7167 0.0021 1 log(cpi), dlog(gdp), tbr, dlog(exch)
0.8357 0.1025 1 dlog(cpi), dlog(gdp)
0.9048 0.1089 1 dlog(cpi), dlog(gdp), dlog(exch)
0.372 0 1 dlog(cpi), tbr
0.9048 0.0013 2
0.8073 0.0014 3
0.4858 0 1 dlog(cpi), tbr, dlog(exch)
RMSD is the root mean square deviation of survey expectations and econometric forecasts.
Tbr: is the treasury bill rate, exch: USD exchange rate, lags: number of lags in the VAR.
We assume agents use all available data, and we calibrate γ to fit survey expectations.
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